
STEP 1

PROCESS                                             pouring the wax over the horizontal surface
                                                               creating spaces between tubes
                                                               functional ornament 

DIFFERENT                                          thickness and density of tubes
                                                               aggregation
                                                               directions
                                                               

RESULTS                                              getting cells and communications        
                                                              dynamic of structure 

                                             
                                               

top view

STEP 2

FLEXIBILITY                                        tubes react to another material- wax

PRESSURE                                           using a pressure to change a shape
                                                               from line to curve

                                                    



STEP 3

CHANGES                                       orientation from horizontal to vertical
                                                          pouring materials from wax to plaster

PERFORATIONS                            holes- a plaster comes out from the holes
                                                          connect the tubes-create chanels and cells

COLOR                                            using colors to explore a process 
                                                          of joining materials between tubes

Sections of organization the structure          
Density                         



STEP  4

CHANGES                                     back to horizontal orientation

PATTERN                                       derived from the properties of tubes - �exibility
                                                        di�erent density of tubes
                                                        using the same lenght of tubes
                                                       

                                                 

top view

detail A

detail B

A

 B

DETAIL  A

DETAIL  B

1 2 3 4

1   same scale of cells
     same density of rows

2   scale in every row 50% bigger  
      than cells in previous row  
      same density of rows

3   scale of cells is same as in n.2
      density of rows is increasing

4    testing di�erent patterns

pressure

pressure



STEP 5

PRESSURE                                   the same length of tubes
                                                       �xed and connected  in points
                                                       according to size of space

                                                       apply perpendicular to the tubes gradually 
                                                       by each points
                                                       (one point attached to the ground 
                                                       and  the next point is pressured)

POSSIBILITIES                            layering the tubes in several �oors

GENERATING                             using a pressure 
                                                      formed motion animation

�xed points

pressure



 B

situationEXPLORED                            curved direction and its possibilities
                                                 connections of each rows
                                                 opportunities of joining and aggregation
                                                 overlapping at the edges

SCALE                                   4  main scales of cells
                                                according to dividing a space for live and work

smooth transitions 
between cells

possibility of movement 
in the whole structure

STEP 6

STEP 5

PRESSURE                                   the same length of tubes
                                                       �xed and connected  in points
                                                       according to size of space

                                                       apply perpendicular to the tubes gradually 
                                                       by each points
                                                       (one point attached to the ground 
                                                       and  the next point is pressured)

POSSIBILITIES                            layering the tubes in several �oors

GENERATING                             using a pressure 
                                                      formed motion animation



SCALE                                   4  main scales of cells
                                                according to dividing a space for live and work

STEP 7

PERFORATIONS                        holes on the surface of tubes
                                                      allow another material pouring through
                                                      in�uence direction of pouring material
                                                      di�erent density of holes according to distance of tubes

EXPLORED                                 how the density of  holes in�uences creating the structure
                                                      types of organization the holes  on the surface
                                                      open construction -creating free spaces on the construction                                                                                
                                                      allow light to pass through into interior
                                                   

                                             

density of  
perforations

open 
construction



Functional ornament

            montage foam silicone

lukopren

plaster

STEP 8

MATERIAL                                    viscous / liquid   
                                                        testing di�erences between
                                                                                                                 plaster
                                                                                                                 silicone
                                                                                                                 lukopren
                                                                                                                 montage foam   
                                                        pressurized into tubes
                                                        pass through the holes

RESULT                                         using a montage foam because of
                                                       expanding 
                                                       becomes solid in few minutes
                                                       strong mounting and insulation material

 

plaster

silicone



STEP 10

TECHNOLOGY                             

free spaces allow a light to 
through pass

perforations 
on the surface

section of construction 
with foundations
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The project was conceived as a design research process based on 
the continuous feedback between the digital and the material 
realms, between the parametric exploration of complex �brous 
assemblages and the large-scale physical prototyping of the 
resulting con�gurations.


